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Notes from the General Director
I would like to share with you excerpts
from remarks I made at a full Com-
pany meeting several weeks ago. They
accurately reflect the precarious state
of San Francisco Opera and set forth
the steps we must take to deal with our
circumstances. 

Although this meeting is about celebrating our collective suc-
cesses, it is also about making sure that you are informed as to
the state of the Company and the challenges that we, as a
group, are facing. We are now at a point where a collective spirit
is essential if we’re to maintain this company as a great artistic
institution—not just for the future, but for now! the economy
has plunged the arts into a state of turmoil. every week there is
news of a company facing bankruptcy, laying off employees, cut-
ting programming, or reorganizing. some simply have no
choice but to cease operations. slashed endowments to cover
deficits, behavioral changes in donors and ticket buyers, ever
sky-rocketing healthcare, and workers compensation costs,
among other factors, are taking a gut-wrenching toll on our
industry. i don’t believe that we’ve seen anything like the end of
the road yet as the industry works to reconceive itself in a new
economic reality. 

this reality has pushed most companies towards a precipice,
forcing incredibly hard decisions. san Francisco opera is, how-
ever, already there. exacerbating the general economic pain fac-
ing all companies are a unique set of factors that this company
has languished under for many years, if not decades. 

• We operate in a beautiful but woefully inadequate facility that
does not afford the technological efficiency of newer stages. 

• our archipelago existence, split over some eight locations
in the city, comes at a huge cost, not only financially but
also in how we view ourselves as a family. 

• We have a donor model that keeps me up at night—we rely
on 12 families for 50% of our contributed income, and the
majority of these donors are over 70 years old! 

• We are close to maxing out our ticket sales potential—we
have a fixed number of nights in the theater, and our top
ticket price has already doubled over the last ten years. 

• Decades of squeezing every penny into annual operations
has left the company severely under-capitalized, with an
inadequate endowment and facilities that don’t reflect the
scope and sophistication of our work. 

• our cost obligations are so fixed from year to year that it’s
almost impossible to nimbly navigate challenges. it can take
years to change the structure, culture and mindset of a
behemoth like san Francisco opera, and by that time it can
be too late. 

We have a major cash problem. During our last audit, our
auditors started talking to us about a “going concern” possibility.
“Going concern” is an accounting designation that a company
may not have the resources to meet its obligations, and is typi-
cally an indication that insolvency is just around the corner. Con-
sequently, we have done the equivalent of borrowing against our
equity in the indiana street scene shop and warehouse to give us
another 18 months of cash. this is serious. this is now. 

We have been discussing with a number of our groups over the
last year that the “business as usual” model will cripple san Fran-
cisco opera in the next two years if there is not major change. And
i mean major. i don’t just mean trimming a rehearsal here or there
or squeezing line-item budgets. i mean a major re-conceptualiza-
tion of the company, how we do business, and what our seasons
look like. How many productions do we do? is a summer season
viable? What kind of productions can we afford to put on stage?
Can we remain an international level company? 

As many of you have heard, we have been thinking of solu-
tions to this problem in terms of the so-called “Five Levers” —
five major efforts that must all be undertaken together if we are to
stand a chance of survival. it’s not clear whether even these will
be enough, but they will all be a part of what we must collectively
do over the next few years if san Francisco is to maintain an
opera company of stature. 

the five levers are: 
1. recapitalization—by borrowing against the equity of our

indiana street property. 
2. season schedule—we must reduce the season to eight

productions beginning in 2012–13. 
3. structural imbalance—this is a broad category, but it cuts

to the core of re-conceptualizing the company. We must all
be prepared to re-envision how this company operates and
with what resources. Already we have undertaken cost cut-
ting and efficiency improvement to the tune of at least $5
million, but there is still much that must be done. 

4. Facilities—we must redevelop space offered to us by the War
Memorial in the adjacent Veterans Building to bring on cam-
pus all functions other than set construction and storage. 

Continued on page 11
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5. Grow the endowment—to four
times our operating budget to
provide an income stream from
investment earnings equal to
20% of our annual budget. 

san Francisco opera has no pre-
ordained right to exist. We exist based on
the taste and disposition of our audience
and donors. not only is that taste and dis-
position changing, but it’s becoming
increasingly expensive to meet. this com-
pany has for too long found band aids to
keep going—we’re like an athlete taking
pain medication to mask a pulled muscle.
the muscle keeps getting used, and the
strain becomes greater and greater, with
more and more pain medication neces-
sary. eventually the medication just can’t
mask the strain, and the muscle tears. 

i don’t want to be anything but hon-
est with you, and i want you to know the
extent of our challenge right now. But i
also want you to know that we’re not sit-
ting back applying band aid after band
aid. You have a management team com-
mitted to finding lasting, meaningful, real
solutions, in which the long-term health
of this organization and the provision of
rewarding jobs are paramount. We can
do this, and we can do it maintaining
world-class opera in san Francisco, but it
is not just a change to be effected by
management. it will require each person
in this theater to participate and recog-
nize their part in re-thinking san Fran-
cisco opera. it may mean personal
sacrifice, it may mean a re-thinking of tra-
ditional norms and expectations, it may
mean a different kind of company. But
ultimately it will mean a future existence
for a company that we have all come to
rely on, not only for our paychecks, but
also our sense of life’s purpose. We
come together each night the curtain
goes up with a collaborative spirit unlike
no other imaginable. We have the tools
to do this: let’s do it, and set the Com-
pany up for the future it deserves. 
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Centennials of Luisa tetrazzini Christmas eve Concert
and the Birth of Jussi Björling

san Francisco has had an intense love affair with opera since the 1850s. one of the City’s
most adored opera singers from the early twentieth century was Luisa tetrazzini. she was
a little-known italian soprano on tour in Mexico when William H. “Doc” Leahy, manager
of the tivoli opera House, brought her to san Francisco to perform in 1905. she won
instant adulation and subsequently sang to great acclaim around the world, but she kept
san Francisco near to her heart. 

Her most memorable performance came on Christmas eve of 1910, when the City was
still recovering from the earthquake and fire of 1906. tetrazzini gave a concert of arias and
popular songs near Lotta’s Fountain at the intersection of Market, third, and Kearny streets

that drew several thousands. “Where else could i sing
on Christmas eve?” she wrote later. “this i shall
always remember as my night of nights. no setting,
no audience, no scene has ever so deeply moved me.”

Another artist beloved by san Francisco audiences
was Jussi Björling, who was born on February 5, 1911.
the famed swedish tenor was a regular guest at the
world’s leading opera houses, including the
Metropolitan opera; the Vienna state opera; the
royal opera, Covent Garden; and san Francisco
opera, where he performed nine roles in multiple
productions from 1940 until 1958. He passed away in
1960 at the age of 49. the Grammy Award winner’s
numerous recordings are widely available today. 

AD

ensemble Parallèle presents Glass’s Orphée
san Francisco opera’s prestigious Adler Fellowship Program is well represented in the san
Francisco premiere of Philip Glass’ Orphée, presented by ensemble Parallèle February 26
and 27, 2011 at Herbst theater. Led by Artistic Director nicole Paiement, the cast features
former Adler Fellows eugene Brancoveanu, thomas Glenn, and Philip skinner, as well as
current Adler Fellow susannah Biller. For more information, visit ensembleparallele.com.
For tickets, visit cityboxoffice.com or call (415) 392-4400.

Tetrazzini’s Christmas Eve concert at Lotta’s Fountain, 1910

Jussi Björling as Chevalier des Grieux in 1956’s 
Manon Lescaut.
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